THE
A New World came opportunely into view as a solution of the fundamental problems which perplexed and disturbed the equilibrium of existence in the Old World. The emerging nationstates, whose consolidation marks the dawn of a new age, found in expansion oversea the answer to the problems of economic power so requisite to national independence in an age of clashing sovereign states. The rising merchant class found in colonial expansion broader opportunities for the investment of trading capital. Merchant capitalists in league with a growing commercial state brought colonies to the touchstone of economic values and did not find them wanting.
Capital, awaiting investment in the development of the virgin resources of a new land, was helpless without labour. Labour was supplied in ever-increasing quantities by human distress. The forces of expulsion were terrible in severity. America came timely to deliver countless thousands of English, Scots, Germans, French from the caprice and tyranny of princes, from intolerable economic disabilities, from cruel civil codes, from the repeated scourge of war. The exodus was a phase of the Protestant Reformation. Christianity lay broken into fragments and the doctrine of soul liberty lay in the future. Like-minded religious groups, too weak to resist constituted authority, too strong in conviction to bend the knee in subjection or to accept compromise, crossed the sea to build commonwealths or to create separate communities in the several brands of Christian living. Whatever the forces of expulsion or attraction, many and varied as they were, the exodus of people seeking deliverance supplied the labour to implement English mercantilism. England, unlike Spain and France, opened the colonial portals to all regardless of race or creed, for population meant wealth and not commonwealths to be forged or souls to be saved. The colonial Empire was built not by a mercantilist state but by people seeking the opportunity for human betterment.
Friction was bound to arise and continue between two apparently irreconcilable forces, a presiding state concerned with colonies as business dependencies and a vigorous people predisposed to order their own affairs. English America has become classical as a gigantic laboratory for the trial of experimental enterprises in human living from the days of the Puritan Canaan and the Quaker "Holy Experiment" to the age of the "New Deal." In early colonial days various influences lent their aid to these speculative ventures. Nature provided a spacious and generous continent on which each group could go its peculiar way without unduly jostling its neighbour. Puritans and Quakers came to grip with realities in their efforts to realize the implications of their peculiar ideas, and Pietists withdrew from the evils of the world to live in the quiet and intimate fellowship of the group. Nature provided a thousand leagues of a temperamental sea which separated Europe and America, and, in the age of sail, seriously reduced the pressure of Old-World authority. In early days England came indirectly to the aid of free enterprise in the colonies. While the island was torn and twisted by the surge of liberal forces beating against the barriers of archaic and arbitrary royal power, the colonists went their own unhampered way. With no pre-existing society before them, with England far distant and absorbed in domestic difficulties, the colonists fashioned and entrenched their institutions in response to local needs and desires, and thereby gave to organized life the stamp of self-sufficiency. And the colonists passed through no infancy of political experience. They crossed the sea bearing with them deep convictions and political principles rejected by the privileged order of the Old World. Democracy was not born in the New World.
It came with the colonists and it was fostered by raw frontier conditions which played no fayourires and developed self-reliance, courage, and individualism. Be it noted that not one colony was settled but many colonies, and each in the process of an independent evolution developed a genius and temper peculiar to itself. The free enterprise of people was laying the foundations of separate commonwealths and at the same time building a unique empire of distinct political parts. The eighteenth century worked amazing changes in the English world. Not the least was the Revolution of 1688 which crowned with success the long and turbulent struggle to fix limitations on the exercise of an arbitrary royal will. It was an insular victory. The great organic laws, the Bill of Rights, the Triennial Act, the Act of Succession, applied only in the realm and left the royal prerogative untouched oversea. Legality, however, was not in harmony with reality. Various pressures operated to destroy the colonial charters as barriers to the royal will and opened the path in a majority of the colonies for the entrance of officials directly responsible to the Crown. Other obstacles deep and durable in nature remained to challenge and check the kingly will. Geographical remoteness accentuated the disharmony between theory and fact. Distance and the difficulties of communication weakened the arm of royal authority across the sea. More important is the fact that the breed of the colonial people could not be changed. Colonial self-control was older than government from a distant imperial centre, and the prerogative power faced the colonies as self-reliant political entities. The futile experiment in New England under Andros yields ample evidence that local loyalties and institutions could not be outraged with impunity by the imposition of arbitrary royal power. Indeed, the Revolution of 1688 was more than an insular affair. The New England colonies also overturned the arbitrary schemes of James II.
In the royal constitution the prerogative as vested chiefly in the Governor and Council was the centre of political gravity. Representative Assemblies were not denied the colonies, but they were put in the lowly place of subordination to the Governor. Theoretically popular bodies existed in the colonies by the grace of the royal will as the source of political power, but, in very fact, they were so deeply rooted and sanctioned by time that to deny the colonies representation in the provincial order would have provoked bitter irritation. The relationship between royal and popular organs embraced all the elements of a prolonged constitutional conflict. The extreme disparity between opposing political principles and the clash between local and external interests created an intolerable situation. The solution of an awkward dilemma was committed into the hands of the Assemblies. To them was left the power of the purse. The support of their civil and military establishments gave them a fulcrum which they used effectively and guarded zealously to raise the popular bodies to a controlling position. Government by royal instructions in the long run proved to be no match for government by local financial control. The provinces were in the process of transformation into states with the organs and spirit of statehood, and the very foundation of the political evolution was the popular control of taxation and expenditure. This was the lever employed by the Parliament at Westminster to harmonize the royal will with that of the legislature. Indeed, the line of historical continuity in the English world is clear. England. Peaceably and almost imperceptibly the waves of history fashioned a unique and novel political structure of empire. In general terms it consisted of a multicellular order in which political powers were divided and distributed among the separate communities in America and the presiding government in London. The British Parliament was chiefly an insular body, legislating intensively for the realm and only occasionally for the colonies in the interest of a commercial empire. It was a reasonable division of power. A legislature, far removed and without colonial members, lacked the knowledge to deal with the affairs of many communities, each with its own peculiar genius and local problems in a land of great diversities. The transition from colony to commonwealth was a wholesome evolution. The colonies, inhabited by a vigorous, self-reliant, and experienced people, could not always be kept in the garments of infancy. For after all the strength of the Empire rested upon the growing maturity and vitality of the component parts.
As the colonies increased in political and social stature, they also experienced an amazing expansion in population and production. In the eighteenth century thousands fled from shocking conditions in Europe to become free settlers or contract labourers in the colonies. Other thousands were drawn forcibly from Africa to meet a labour shortage. As population spread over the virgin and generous land to increase production, commerce steadily mounted in all quarters of the Atlantic basin. In consequence, the economic empire was no longer nicely balanced in its differing and complementary physiographic parts. King, ministry, and Parliament, united in thought and interest, attempted to control the present and shape the future of the Empire by clinging to outmoded conceptions. They represented the colonies not at all and the British people very imperfectly; they represented a privileged class which stood adamant upon the doctrine that the colonies remained in the position of economic assets and political dependencies subject to the sovereign power of the presiding state. Callous to the miseries and injustices which deeply marked British society, a privileged order was not prone to take heed of the realities of life oversea. It may be said that the ruling caste was sincere but mistaken in its efforts to solve the problems of empire; that living far distant and steeped in British tradition, they could not be expected to have an accurate knowledge of colonial temper and conditions; that opposition to constituted authority must be broken in the interest of imperial unity. The record of events forces the conclusion that the ruling class refused to display vision, understanding, a willingness to know before acting, a desire to experiment in the adjustment of an old order to meet new coaditions. Economic and social conditions in the colonies were unfavourable to direct taxation at any time and to launch a policy of taxation for revenue at a time when the colonies suffered the ills of a harsh economic depression revealed a lack of intelligence. British rulers had every reason to know that to exercise authority and then to yield to pressure created little colonial respect for that authority. The failure of royal government in the colonies gave no pause to the imperial government as it proceeded on its way to defy a vigorous people who were too mature and self-reliant to bend to the will of a distant and alien privileged caste.
The American movement was not separatist in nature. It was a revolt against the injustices of the British system. Over and over again colonial leaders proposed plans and formulas designed to reconcile the differences, and thereby save the Empire. The University of Iowa.
DISCUSSION OF PROFESSOR HARPER'S AND PROFESSOR ROOT'S PAPERS
At the beginning of this discussion, it should be noted that both of the very excellent papers carried an implication that there were only thirteen British American colonies. As a matter of fact, there were thirty such colonies after 1763 to which the British trade and navigation acts applied uniformly. Whoever seeks to explain the Revolution must show why thirteen colonies joined in the revolt while seventeen remained loyal. Surely the mercantile system did not produce rebels in one colony and patriots in another. For some years I have been studying contemporary opinion on the eve of the Revolution. Consequently I shall confine my discussion mainly to Professor Harper's paper. His study of the Navigation Acts is a rare piece of objective scholarship. It is the first attempt of any scholar to determine just what the many complicated measures were and how they worked. His conclusion that the commercial system as a whole did not place upon the colonies oppressive economic burdens, and could not have done so to the extent of inciting active opposition, is what was to be e•pected. My own studies of contemporary opinion confirm his conclusions. The Americans did not oppose the commercial system under which they lived. In no case could I find that any responsible individual assailed the Navigation Acts, and very few indeed assailed any of the genuine trade acts during the years of agitation, 1765-1775. Every individual who participated actively in the Revolution was dead before a historian advanced the theory that the Navigation Acts were a cause of the Revolution. The original author of .the theory seems to have been George Bancroft, who based it upon economic theology and cites no
